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public class disjointDifference2 {
private int[][] Y;
/**
* @param args
*
* makes disjoint difference sets to give a rC_m-decomposition
*/
public static void main(String[] args) {
disjointDifference2 d = new disjointDifference2();
//initialize X, from [5]
int[][] X;
boolean disjoint = false;
for(int i=2; i<20; i++){
for(int j=3; j<30; j++){
X=d.genX(i,j);
disjoint = false;
//try to find a disjoint set of cycles using
these differences
//first by changing the way a cycle is labeled,
//then by changing the order of the cycles that
are labeled.
for(int k=0; k<=2*i*j && !disjoint;k++){
disjoint=false;
//now change the order here
for(int l=0; l<i*2 && !disjoint; l++){
if(d.isDisjoint(i, j, X, k)){
System.out.println("r="+i+"
\t m="+j+"\t"+"k="+k+"\t"+ "l="+l+"\t"+d.isDisjoint(i,j,X,k));
disjoint=true;
}
//shift the rows up one,
effectively changing which row of X we start with
X=d.rearrange(i,j,X);
}
}
}
}
}
/**
*
* @param r number of copies of C_m
* @param m length of the cycle
* @return returns the r by m matrix X given in [5]
*/
private int[][] genX(int r, int m){
int mod = m%4;
int[][] X = new int[r][m];
int[][] Xprime = new int[r][m];
switch (mod){
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case 0:
//use lemma 2.1 to make matrix Y(m/4,0,r)
X = genY1(m/4,0,r);
//rearrange X as described in paper
for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
for(int j=0; j<m/2; j++){
Xprime[i][j]=X[i][j*2];
}
for(int j=0; j<m/2-1; j++){
Xprime[i][j+m/2]=X[i][m-2*(j+1)-1];
}
Xprime[i][m-1]=X[i][m-1];
}
break;
case 1:
int modr = r%4;
int[][] lang = this.genLangford(r-1);
switch(modr){
case 0:
X[0][0]=1; X[0][1]=-2; X[0][2]=3;
X[0][3]=5*r-2;
X[0][4]=-(5*r);
for(int i=1; i<r; i++){
X[i][0]=lang[i-1][0]+2;
X[i][1]=lang[i-1][2]-2;
X[i][2]=lang[i-1][1]+2;
if(i<r/2){
X[i][3]=5*r-2-4*i;
X[i][4]=-(5*r-4*i);
}
else{
X[i][3]=5*r-3-4*(i-r/2);
X[i][4]=-(5*r-1-4*(i-r/2));
}
}
//generate Y here
if(m>5){
int[][] Y = this.genY1((m-5)/4, 5*r, r);
for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
for(int j=5; j<m; j++){
X[i][j]=Y[i][j-5];
}
}
}
break;
case 1:
if(r==1){
X[0][0]=1;
X[0][1]=-2;
X[0][2]=3;
X[0][3]=4;
X[0][4]=-6;
if(m>5){
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int[][] Y = this.genY2((m-5)/4, 5,
1);

}
else{

}

for(int j=5; j<m; j++){
X[0][j]=Y[0][j-5];
}

X[0][0]=1;
X[0][1]=-2;
X[0][2]=3;
X[0][3]=5*r-1;
X[0][4]=-(5*r+1);
for(int i=1; i<r; i++){
for(int j=0; j<m; j++){
X[i][0]=lang[i-1][0]+2;
X[i][1]=lang[i-1][2]-2;
X[i][2]=lang[i-1][1]+2;
if(i<r/2+1){
X[i][3]=5*r-4*i;
X[i][4]=-(5*r-2-4*(i-

1));

}
else{
X[i][3]=5*r-5-4*(i-r/2-

1);

X[i][4]=-(5*r-3-4*(i-

r/2-1));
}

}
}
if(m>5){
int[][] Y = this.genY2((m-5)/4,
5*r, r);

}
}
break;

for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
for(int j=5; j<m; j++){
X[i][j]=Y[i][j-5];
}
}

case 2:
if(r==2){
X[0][0]=1;
X[0][1]=-5;
X[0][2]=6;
X[0][3]=7;
X[0][4]=-9;
X[1][0]=2;
X[1][1]=-3;
X[1][2]=4;
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X[1][3]=8;
X[1][4]=-11;
if(m>5){
int[][] Y = this.genY2((m-5)/4, 10,
2);

}
else{

r/2);

}

for(int j=5; j<m; j++){
X[0][j]=Y[0][j-5];
X[1][j]=Y[1][j-5];
}

X[r-1][0]=1;
X[r-1][1]=-2;
X[r-1][2]=3;
X[r-1][3]=3*r;
X[r-1][4]=-(3*r+2);
for(int i=0; i<r-1; i++){
for(int j=0; j<m; j++){
X[i][0]=lang[i][0]+2;
X[i][1]=lang[i][2]-2;
X[i][2]=lang[i][1]+2;
//
if(i<r/2){
X[i][3]=5*r-1-4*i;
X[i][4]=-(5*r+1-4*i);
}
else{
X[i][3]=5*r-4-4*(iX[i][4]=-(5*r-2-4*(i-

r/2));

}
}
}
if(m>5){
int[][] Y = this.genY2((m-5)/4,

5*r, r);

}
}
break;

for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
for(int j=5; j<m; j++){
X[i][j]=Y[i][j-5];
}
}

case 3:
for(int i=0; i<r-1; i++){
X[i][0]=lang[i][0]+2;
X[i][1]=lang[i][2]-2;
X[i][2]=lang[i][1]+2;
}
X[r-1][0]=1; X[r-1][1]=-2; X[r-1][2]=3;
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for(int i=0; i<r/2; i++){
X[i][3]=5*r-3-4*i;
X[i][4]=-(5*r-1-4*i);
}
for(int i=r/2; i<r; i++){
X[i][3]=5*r-2-4*(i-r/2);
X[i][4]=-(5*r-4*(i-r/2));
}
//generate Y here
if(m>5){
int[][] Y = this.genY1((m-5)/4, 5*r, r);
for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
for(int j=5; j<m; j++){
X[i][j]=Y[i][j-5];
}
}
}
break;
}
//rearrange X, make into Xprime
for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
Xprime[i][0]=X[i][0];
for(int j=1; j<(m+1)/2; j++){
Xprime[i][j]=X[i][2*j-1];
}
for(int j=1; j<(m+1)/2-1; j++){
Xprime[i][j+m/2]=X[i][m-j*2-1];
}
Xprime[i][m-1]=X[i][m-1];
}
break;
case 2:
//generate first row for X
for(int i=0; i<m && i<6; i++){
X[0][i]=i+1;
if(i==1 || i==3 || i==4){
X[0][i]*=-1;
}
if(i==5){
X[0][i]+=1;
}
}
//if r is odd or even
for(int j=0; j<m && j<6; j=j+1){
for(int i=1; i<r-1; i=i+2){
//generate columns 0 & 5
if(j==0 || j==5){
X[i][j]=X[i-1][j]+5;
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X[i+1][j]=X[i][j]+7;
}
//generate columns 1 & 4
if(j==1 || j==4){
X[i][j]=X[i-1][j]-6;
X[i+1][j]=X[i][j]-6;
}
//generate column 2
if(j==2){
X[i][j]=X[i-1][j]+7;
X[i+1][j]=X[i][j]+5;
}
//generate column 3
if(j==3){
X[i][j]=X[i-1][j]-5;
X[i+1][j]=X[i][j]-7;
}
}
}
if(r%2==0){ //generate last row if it is even
for(int j=0; j<m && j<6; j++){
//generate columns 0 & 5
if(j==0 || j==5){
X[r-1][j]=X[r-2][j]+5;
}
//generate columns 1 & 4
if(j==1 || j==4){
X[r-1][j]=X[r-2][j]-6;
}
//generate column 2
if(j==2){
X[r-1][j]=X[r-2][j]+7;
}
//generate column 3
if(j==3){
X[r-1][j]=X[r-2][j]-5;
}
}
}
//if m > 6, we need to use Y
if(m>6){
int[][] Y = new int[r][(m-6)/4];
if(r%2==1){
//if r is odd, get Y1 (from
lemma 2.1)
//retrieve expected vector from Lemma 2.1
Y= this.genY1((m-6)/4, 6*r, r);
}
else if(r%2==0){
//retrieve expected vector from Lemma 2.2
Y= this.genY2((m-6)/4, 6*r, r);
}
//put X and Y together
for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
for(int j=6; j<m; j++){
X[i][j]=Y[i][j-6];
}
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}

}

//rearrange X as described in paper
for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
for(int j=0; j<m/2+1; j++){
if(j<=1) Xprime[i][j]=X[i][j];
else Xprime[i][j]=X[i][(j-1)*2];
}
for(int j=1; j<m/2-1; j++){
Xprime[i][j+m/2]=X[i][m-2*j-1];
}
Xprime[i][m-1]=X[i][m-1];
}
break;
case 3:
//Generate Skolem sequence triples
int[][] firstRows = new int[r][3];
firstRows = Skolem(r); //done!
//get Y if necessary
if(m>3){
int[][] Y = new int[r][m-3];
if(r%4==0 || r%4==1){
Y = this.genY1((m-3)/4, 3*r, r);
}
if(r%4==2 || r%4==3){
Y = this.genY2((m-3)/4, 3*r, r);
}
}
for(int j=0; j<m; j++){
for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
if(j<3) X[i][j] = firstRows[i][j];
else X[i][j] = Y[i][j-3];
}
}
//rearrange X, make into Xprime
for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
Xprime[i][0]=X[i][0];
for(int j=1; j<(m+1)/2; j++){
Xprime[i][j]=X[i][2*j-1];
}
for(int j=1; j<(m+1)/2-1; j++){
Xprime[i][j+m/2]=X[i][m-j*2-1];
}
Xprime[i][m-1]=X[i][m-1];
}
break;
}
return Xprime;
}
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/**
* Generates matrix Y as given in Lemma 2.1 in [5]
* @param r
* @param n
* @param m
* @return
*/
private int[][] genY1(int r, int n, int m){
//make Y
Y = new int[m][4*r];
for(int i=0; i<m; i++){
for(int j=0; j<4*r; j=j+2){
Y[i][j]=2*m*(j/2+1)-1*(2*i+1)+n;
if(j%4==1 || j%4==2) Y[i][j]=Y[i][j]*-1;
Y[i][j+1]=2*m*(j/2+1)-2*i+n;
if((j+1)%4==1 || (j+1)%4==2)
Y[i][j+1]=Y[i][j+1]*-1;
}
}
return Y;
}
/**
* Generates matrix Y as given in Lemma 2.2 in [5]
* @param r
* @param n
* @param m
* @return
*/
private int[][] genY2(int r, int n, int m){
Y = new int[m][4*r];
Y = genY1(r,n,m);
//Y2 is the same as Y1, except the first two columns are
changed
//change the first two columns
//adjust the first two entries
Y[0][0]=0+n;
Y[0][1]=2+n;
Y[0][1]=Y[0][1]*-1;
for(int i=1; i<m; i++){
Y[i][0]=2*m-(2*(i-1)+1)+ n ;
Y[i][1]=2*m-(2*(i-1))+ n;
Y[i][1]=Y[i][1]*-1;
}
//also change top right corner
Y[0][4*r-1]=4*r*m+1+n;
//if this happens to be one of the columns that needed to
be changed... change it!
if((4*r-1)%4==1 || (4*r-1)%4==2) Y[0][4*r-1]=Y[0][4*r-1]*1;
return Y;
}
/**
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* Generates a Skolem sequence and returns difference triples
from it.
* Note that this generates both hooked and normal Skolem
sequences.
* @param r order of skolem sequence
* @return returns an r by 3 matrix of difference triples
*/
private int[][] Skolem(int r){
int[][] triples = new int[r][3];
int mod = r%4;
switch(mod){
case 0:
if(r==4){
triples[0][0]=5;
triples[0][1]=6;
triples[0][2]=1;
triples[1][0]=9;
triples[1][1]=11;
triples[1][2]=2;
triples[2][0]=7;
triples[2][1]=10;
triples[2][2]=3;
triples[3][0]=8;
triples[3][1]=12;
triples[3][2]=4;
}
//use the following construction if r>5
if(r>5){
//note: s=(r-1)/4; i=r (from CRC handbook);
int rowCount = 0;
int s=r/4;
for(int i=1; i<=2*s; i++){
//row 1 in book
triples[rowCount][0]=4*s+i-1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=8*s-i+1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
if(i<=s-2){
//row 2 in book
triples[rowCount][0]=i+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=4*s-i-1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
//row 3 in book
triples[rowCount][0]=s+i+1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=3*s-i+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
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}
}
//row 4 in book
triples[rowCount][0]=s-1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=3*s+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=s+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=s+1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=2*s+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=4*s-1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=2*s+1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=6*s+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
break;
case 1:
if(r==1){
triples[0][0]=1;
triples[0][1]=2;
triples[0][2]=3;
}
else if(r==5){
triples[0][0]=13;
triples[0][1]=14;
triples[0][2]=1;
triples[1][0]=6;
triples[1][1]=8;
triples[1][2]=2;
triples[2][0]=9;
triples[2][1]=12;
triples[2][2]=3;
triples[3][0]=7;
triples[3][1]=11;
triples[3][2]=4;
triples[4][0]=10;
triples[4][1]=15;
triples[4][2]=5;
}
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if(r>5){
//if r>5, we use the following construction
//note: s=(r-1)/4; i=r (from CRC handbook);
int rowCount = 0;
int s=(r-1)/4;
for(int i=1; i<=2*s; i++){
//row 1 in book
triples[rowCount][0]=4*s+i+1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=8*s-i+3+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
if(i<=s){
//row2 in book
triples[rowCount][0]=i+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=4*s-i+1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
if(i<=s-2){
//row 3 in book
triples[rowCount][0]=s+i+2+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=3*s-i+1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
}
//row 4 in book
triples[rowCount][0]=s+1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=s+2+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=2*s+1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=6*s+2+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=2*s+2+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=4*s+1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
break;
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case 2: //must make hooked skolem sequence
if(r==2){
triples[0][0]=1+r;
triples[0][1]=2+r;
triples[0][2]=Math.abs(triples[0][0]triples[0][1]);

triples[1][1]);

triples[1][0]=3+r;
triples[1][1]=5+r;
triples[1][2]=Math.abs(triples[1][0]}
if(r>=6){
int s=(r-2)/4;
int rowCount=0;
for(int i=1; i<=2*s; i++){
triples[rowCount][0]=i+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=4*s-i+2+r;

triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
for(int i=1; i<=s-1; i++){
triples[rowCount][0]=4*s+i+3+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=8*s-i+4+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
for(int i=1; i<=s-1; i++){
triples[rowCount][0]=5*s+i+2+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=7*s-i+3+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
triples[rowCount][0]=2*s+1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=6*s+2+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=4*s+2+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=6*s+3+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=4*s+3+r;
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triples[rowCount][1]=8*s+5+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=7*s+3+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=7*s+4+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
break;
case 3: //must make hooked skolem sequence
if(r==3){
triples[2][0]=2+r;
triples[2][1]=3+r;
triples[2][2]=Math.abs(triples[0][0]triples[0][1]);

triples[1][1]);

triples[1][0]=5+r;
triples[1][1]=7+r;
triples[1][2]=Math.abs(triples[1][0]triples[0][0]=1+r;
triples[0][1]=4+r;
triples[0][2]=Math.abs(triples[2][0]triples[2][1]);
}
if(r>=6){
int s=(r+1)/4;
int rowCount=0;
for(int i=1; i<=2*s-2; i++){
triples[rowCount][0]=4*s+i+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=8*s-i-2+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
for(int i=1; i<=s-2; i++){
triples[rowCount][0]=i+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=4*s-i-1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
for(int i=1; i<=s-2; i++){
triples[rowCount][0]=s+i+1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=3*s-i+r;
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triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
triples[rowCount][0]=s-1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=3*s+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=s+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=s+1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=2*s+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=4*s-1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=2*s+1+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=6*s-1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
triples[rowCount][0]=4*s+r;
triples[rowCount][1]=8*s-1+r;
triples[rowCount][2]=Math.abs(triples[rowCount][0]triples[rowCount][1]);
rowCount++;
}
break;
}
//make the second column (largest values) negative
for(int i=0; i<r; i++)
triples[i][1]*=-1;
return triples;
}
/**
* Generates a (hooked) Langford sequence of defect 2 and returns
the difference triples
* @param r order of Langford sequence
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* @return returns an r by 3 matrix of difference triples
*/
private int[][] genLangford(int r){
int[][] langford = new int[r][3];
//create a langford sequence of order r and defect 2 (using
Roy Davies paper: On Langford's problem II)
//generate the sequence
int[] sequence = new int[r*2+1];

2m - 3,
2,
- 3,

int mod = r%4;
int m;
int p;
//position in sequence vector
switch(mod){
case 0:
/* if r=4m
4m - 4, ..., 2m, 4m - 2, 2m - 3,...,1,4m - 1, 1, ...,
2m, ..., 4m - 4, 4m, 4m - 3, ...,2m + 1, 4m - 2,2m ..., 2, 2m - 1, 4m - 1, 2, ..., 2m - 2, 2m +1,..., 4m
2m - 1, 4m. */
m = r/4;
p = 0;

//index of sequence (position)

if(r>0){
for(int i = 4*m-4; i>=2*m; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i;
p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-2; p++;
for(int i = 2*m-3; i>=1; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-1; p++;
for(int i = 1; i<= 2*m-3; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
for(int i = 2*m; i <= 4*m-4; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m; p++;
for(int i = 4*m-3; i >= 2*m+1; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-2; p++;
for(int i = 2*m-2; i >= 2; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=2*m-1; p++;
sequence[p]=4*m-1; p++;
for(int i = 2; i <= 2*m-2; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
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for(int i = 2*m+1; i <= 4*m-3; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=2*m-1; p++;
sequence[p]=4*m; p++;
}
else if(r==0){
sequence[0]=0;
}
break;
case 3:
m=(r+1)/4;
p=0;
/* if r=4m-1
4m - 4, ..., 2m, 4m - 2, 2m - 3, ...,1, 4m - 1,
1,...,2m - 3,
2m, ..., 4m - 4, 2m - 1, 4m - 3, ..., 2m + 1, 4m - 2,
2m - 2, ..., 2, 2m - 1, 4m - 1, 2, ..., 2m - 2, 2m +
1,...,
4m - 3. */
for(int i = 4*m-4; i >= 2*m; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-2; p++;
for(int i = 2*m-3; i >= 1; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-1; p++;
for(int i = 1; i <= 2*m-3; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
for(int i = 2*m; i <= 4*m-4; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=2*m-1; p++;
for(int i = 4*m-3; i >= 2*m+1; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-2; p++;
for(int i = 2*m-2; i >= 2; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=2*m-1; p++;
sequence[p]=4*m-1; p++;
for(int i = 2; i <= 2*m-2; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
for(int i = 2*m+1; i <= 4*m-3; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}

break;
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- 3,
- 8,
3,

case 2:
/* if r=4m-2
1, 2m - 3, 1, 4m - 8, ..., 2m - 2, 2m - 5, ..., 3, 4m
2m - 3, 4m - 6, 3,..., 2m - 5, 4m - 4, 2m - 2,..., 4m
4m - 2,4m - 5,...,2m - 1, 2m - 4,..., 2, 4m - 6, 4m 2,..., 2m - 4, 4m - 4, 2m - 1,..., 4m - 5, *, 4m - 2.

*/
m=(r+2)/4;
p=0;
if(r>6){
sequence[p]=1; p++;
sequence[p]=2*m-3; p++;
sequence[p]=1; p++;
for(int i = 4*m-8; i >= 2*m-2; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
for(int i = 2*m-5; i >= 3; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-3; p++;
sequence[p]=2*m-3; p++;
sequence[p]=4*m-6; p++;
for(int i = 3; i <= 2*m-5; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-4; p++;
for(int i = 2*m-2; i <= 4*m-8; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-2; p++;
for(int i = 4*m-5; i >= 2*m-1; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
for(int i = 2*m-4; i >= 2; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-6; p++;
sequence[p]=4*m-3; p++;
for(int i = 2; i <= 2*m-4; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-4; p++;
for(int i = 2*m-1; i <= 4*m-5; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=0; p++;
sequence[p]=4*m-2; p++;

}
if(r==6){
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defect 2

//make hooked langford sequence of order 6,
sequence[0]=2;
sequence[1]=5;
sequence[2]=3;
sequence[3]=2;
sequence[4]=4;
sequence[5]=6;
sequence[6]=3;
sequence[7]=5;
sequence[8]=1;
sequence[9]=4;
sequence[10]=1;
sequence[11]=0;
sequence[12]=6;

}
else if(r==2){
sequence[0]=1;
sequence[1]=2;
sequence[2]=1;
sequence[3]=0;
sequence[4]=2;
}
break;

1,...
- 1,

case 1:
/* if r=4m-3
4m - 6, ..., 2m - 2, 4m--5, 2m - 5, ..., 1, 4m - 4,
2m - 5, 2m - 2, ..., 4m - 6, 4m - 3, 4m - 7, ..., 2m
4m--5, 2m-4, ..., 2, 2m--3, 4m-4, 2, ..., 2m-4,
2m - 1, ..., 4m- 7, 2m - 3, *, 4m - 3. */
m=(r+3)/4;
p=0;
if(r>1){
for(int i = 4*m-6; i >= 2*m-2; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-5; p++;
for(int i = 2*m-5; i >= 1; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-4; p++;
for(int i = 1; i <= 2*m-5; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
for(int i = 2*m-2; i <= 4*m-6; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=4*m-3; p++;
for(int i = 4*m-7; i >= 2*m-1; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
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}
sequence[p]=4*m-5; p++;
for(int i = 2*m-4; i >= 2; i-=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=2*m-3; p++;
sequence[p]=4*m-4; p++;
for(int i = 2; i <= 2*m-4; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
for(int i = 2*m-1; i <= 4*m-7; i+=2){
sequence[p]=i; p++;
}
sequence[p]=2*m-3; p++;
sequence[p]=0; p++;
sequence[p]=4*m-3; p++;
}
else if(r==1){
sequence[0]=1;
sequence[1]=0;
sequence[2]=1;
}
break;
}
//increase every number by one, to make it proper
for(int i=0; i<2*r+1; i++){
if(sequence[i]!=0) sequence[i]+=1;
}
langford = ltriples(sequence, r);
return langford;
}
/**
* Helper method that turns a (hooked) Langford sequence into
difference triples
* @param sequence
(hooked) Langford sequence
* @param r order of the (hooked) Langford sequence
* @return returns an r by 3 matrix of difference triples
*/
private int[][] ltriples(int[] sequence, int r){
int[][] ltrip = new int[r][3];
boolean notFound = true;
for(int k=2; k<2+r; k++){
ltrip[k-2][0]=k;
notFound=true;
for(int i=0; i<2*r+1 && notFound; i++){
if(sequence[i]==k){
ltrip[k-2][1]=i+1+2+r-1;
ltrip[k-2][2]=i+1+k+2+r-1;
ltrip[k-2][2]*=-1;
notFound = false;
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}

}

}
return ltrip;
}
/**
* Helper method to return a matrix X with rows swap1 and swap2
switched
* @param swap1
row to be switched with row swap2
* @param swap2
row to be switched with row swap1
* @param r number of rows in X
* @param m number of columns in X
* @param X an r by m matrix of integers
* @return returns X with entries in rows swap1 and swap2
switched
*/
private int[][] swap(int swap1, int swap2, int r, int m, int[][]
X){
int[] temp = new int[m];
for(int i=0; i<m; i++){
temp[i] = X[swap1][i];
X[swap1][i]=X[swap2][i];
X[swap2][i]=temp[i];
}
return X;
}
/**
* Method used to check to see if we can generate a vertex
labeling
*
using the differences given.
* @param r number of rows
* @param m number of columns
* @param differences
an r by m matrix consisting of
differences
* @param startValue
value at which we start labeling the
first cycle
* @return returns true if we can generate a disjoint vertex
labeling, false otherwise
*/
private boolean isDisjoint(int r, int m, int[][] differences, int
startValue){
//initialize vector that represents used vertex labels
boolean[] used = new boolean[r*m*2+1];
//set used to equal false
for(int i=0; i<r*m*2+1; i++){
used[i]=false;
}
//vertex labels
int[][] labels = new int[r][m];
//set up first row of vertex labels
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assign it!

labels[0][0]=startValue;
used[labels[0][0]]=true;
for(int i=1; i<m; i++){
//check to see if number is already used, if not
if(!used[mod(labels[0][i-1]+differences[0][i-

1],r*m*2+1)]){

labels[0][i]=mod(labels[0][i1]+differences[0][i-1],(r*m*2+1));
used[labels[0][i]]=true;
}
}
number,

//go row by row (let the first label be the lowest possible
// incrementing by 1 each time if it is already used)
//check to make sure vertex labels aren't repeated
//if they are, set vertex labels used this row to false
//start the row over again, incrementing by 1.

boolean isValid=false;
boolean rowWorks;
for(int i=1; i<r; i++){
rowWorks=false;
for(int n=0; n<r*m*2+1 && !rowWorks; n++){ //n
represents vertex labels we attempt to use
//assign vertex labels
if(!used[n]){
isValid=true;
labels[i][0]=n;
//assign first
value of cycle (determining the rest below)
used[labels[i][0]]=true;
for(int j=1; j<m && isValid; j++){
if(!used[mod(labels[i][j1]+differences[i][j-1],(r*m*2+1))]){
labels[i][j]=mod(labels[i][j1]+differences[i][j-1],(r*m*2+1));
used[labels[i][j]]=true;
//row works if we were able
to label the last part in our cycle

if(j==m-1) rowWorks = true;

}
else{
//if not,try an new
starting value for our cycle (but first... undo labels assigned)
//undo "using" all labels
from this row
for(j=j-1 ; j>=0; j--){
used[labels[i][j]]=false;
}
//trigger ending this loop
isValid=false;
}

}
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}
if(!isValid && (n==r*m*2)){
return false;
}

}
}
return true;
}

/**
* Evaluates i (mod m)
* @param i integer to be modulo'd
* @param m modulo
* @return returns i (mod m)
*/
private int mod(int i, int m){
if(i%m>=0) return i%m;
else return i%m+m;
}
/**
* Rearranges X and returns it. Used so we can attempt to find
different
* and more rho labelings
* @param r number of rows in X
* @param m number of columns in X
* @param X an r by m matrix
* @return returns X after it has been rearranged (rows shifted
and swapped)
*/
private int[][] rearrange(int r, int m, int[][] X){
int[] temp = new int[m];
for(int j=0; j<m; j++) temp[j]=X[0][j];
for(int i=0; i<r-1; i++){
for(int j=0; j<m; j++){
X[i][j]=X[i+1][j];
}
}
for(int j=0; j<m; j++) X[r-1][j]=temp[j];
//try swapping rows
this.swap(0, r-2, r, m, X);
return X;
}
/**
* Debug method to print out an r by m matrix X
* @param r number of rows of X
* @param m number of columns of X
* @param X the r by m matrix to be printed
*/
private void debug(int r, int m, int[][] X){
int sum = 0;
for(int i=0; i<r; i++){
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sum=0;
for(int j=0; j<m; j++){
System.out.print(""+X[i][j]+" ");
sum+=X[i][j];
}
System.out.println(": Sum=" + mod(sum,2*r*m+1));
}

}

}
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